MilCun Training Center
5163 County Road 121, Minden, ON K0M 2A1 CANADA - Phone 705-488-2888
Administration email: lindamiller@sympatico.ca - Operations email milcun@sympatico.ca

Advanced Police Carbine Skills Course
Carbine marksmanship skills for ERT members, advanced operators, and police
instructors
Prerequisites: Qualification on the carbine
system; advanced training and ERT/instructor
experience definitely an asset.

23-26 June 2020
(Tuesday to Friday)
$1100.00 plus HST
Email us for a registration form
lindamiller@sympatico.ca

4-day course of advanced shooting techniques, including accuracy, speed, handling
and dynamics. It is intended for the police tactical team members and instructors
who want to develop their carbine proficiency. We tune the content to the
participants, and the intention is to move quickly through a review of
marksmanship and accuracy exercises and then move on to intermediate and
advanced challenges. At the end of the course, your skills will be improved, and
you'll have a large repertoire of skills drills you can take back to your team.
Includes instruction and training practices in:
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Carbine marksmanship principles (review)
Grouping and zeroing
Positions
Accuracy drills
Consistency drills (Intro to the “50 Club”)
Speed drills (“Last One Standing” and others)
Stoppages and immediate actions
Applying the right sight picture (“Sight-Picture Walk Back”)
Distance shooting (familiarity to 200 meters)
Low light shooting
➢ Accuracy & speed with intensity (“Point & Shoot”)
➢ Dynamics (moving targets, fire and movement practices)
➢ Speed & multiple targets
➢ One-handed drills and IAs
➢ Support hand drills and IAs
➢ Stress shooting (“Cross the Course” timed fire from expedient positions)
➢ Stress games (“Black Bear” challenge)
➢ Stress tests (scenarios)

Course test: Accuracy, Speed and Handling challenges - Standard: 80%
Course length: 4 days (0800 to 1700); about 15% classroom, 85% range work
Ammo: about 1000 rounds plus 500 rounds of frangible
Course includes instruction, ranges, targetry, and the MilCun ‘world-famous’ hot lunches.

